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David s'. Heller, Attorneys, for aff)ellants. 

Susan Warshaw, Attorney and Joseph A. 1't:>rris, General Counsel, OPM, for 
respondent. 

I. INI'OOOOCI'IOO 

On March 18, 1981, seven United States· government enployees appealed a 

decision of the Office of Personnel Manageirent (OPM) which denied their 

request that time in service as errployees at the Central Intelligence h:)ency 

(CIA) be credited along with subsequent time in service at the Drl>:J 

Enforcement ~ency (DEA) for purposes of calculating eligibility to retire 

under the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 8336(c) .l/. 'Ihereunder an eirployee 

conpleting 20 years service as a law enforcement officer is entitled to an 

imnediate annuity if separated after becaning 50 years of a:3e. On February 

26, 1981, OFM had disalla.ied appellants' claim for service credit at the CIA 

holding their prior duties did rot satisfy the definition of law enforcement 

officer oontained in 5 u.s.c. S 8831(20) • .Y succinctly, OPM found 

.!I See the Appeooix to this decision. 

Exhibit A 
Dobrovir v, Chavez 
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appellants' CIA duties had been essentially intelligence related and not akin 

to law enforcement functions. Further strengthening OPM's c:nnclusion was the 

fact that the CIA is prohibited by statute fran exercising "law enforcement 

powers" . ~ 50 u.s.c. § .403(d)(3). 

Awellants had also sought fran OPM an ooministrative variation of the 

regulations relating to this special retirement arguing that misinformation 

given by DEA officials had prarpted them to leave E!!ployment with CIA. '1his 

request was for a variation denied by OPM on January 23 , 1981, on the grounds 
/ 

it was without authority to vary the terms of a. statute.Y 

Because the issues in each appeal are essentially identical all have, 

without oojection, been c:nnsolidated. 5 C.F.R. S 1201.36. 'lhe matter has 

been referred to the undersigned for hearing and initial decision. Oral 

hearing was held en Decerroer 15 to 21, 1981 in Washington, D.C. Post hearing 

briefs have been filed and are discussed, infra. 

II. FACIDAL BACKGIDUND 

While there is sane difference in the facts applicable to eadl appellant, 

many are identical so that a description of the general factual predicate 

need only be augmented by a capsulization of the facts peculiar to eadl 

appellant. All appellants were once errployed by the CIA as special a,ents . 

Because of the specialized experience in the area of narcotics gai ned with 

the CIA they were recruited by, and transferred to , DEA or its predecessor at 

various times in 1973 and 1974.1/ D.lring that era, then President Nixon 

instructed DEA to establish its own sophisticated narcotics intelligence 

capability rot only to relieve CIA of this cbligation but also to spearhead a 

nascent war on drugs. In fulfillment of this directive DEA set about 

recruiting suitable personnel sudl as appellants. 

Y In thei r i:ost-hearing brief , six appellants have effectively abandoned 
their request for a variation. NJ further consideratioo will t::e given this 
issue. 

Y Prior to DEA the a,ency in question was the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) . In this report the distinction is unirrportant to the 
outcnre , and at times the labels are used interchangeabJ..y. 
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~f~re transferring from CIA to DFA, all appellants were informed their 

rove ,;,,ould involve oo significant change in functions and advised in oo 

uncertain terms by officials of DFA that their prior coverage under the 

special Central lntelligence Pgency Retirement and Disability System (CIAROO} 

,;,,ould be credited toward canputation for retirement in the raw Enforcement 

Retirement Program covering DFA's "GS-1811 Special Pgent•. Under both 

programs, an iooividual in service is eligible to retire upon C011?letioo of . 

20 years service and reaching 50 years of age. 

No appellant received any docll!lentation fran any agency, or outright 

declaration fran CSC, that their service at CIA w::iuld be transferable to the 

special retirement they were told they would be entitled to. But they never 

expected anything nore than oral assurances because all were experienced in , 

working in a clandestine envirooment and had gro.m accustaned to relying aoo 

acting upcn the mere ~d of superiors. Had they rot been assured about the 

ready transferability of their special retirement benefits, none would have 

left CIA. 

Not long after the transfers were acCCJl1?lished, ~llants 1o1ere advised 

their prior service with CIA could not be credited towards special retirement 

fran DFA because the Civil Service Cornnission (CSC} did oot oonsider them so 

entitled. M:>re011er, they were told the officials who made the retirement 

pledges 1o1ere rot cnly in error, but had ro authority to make such pre.mises. 

Stunned by what appeared to them to be an act of perfidy, appellants began 

their quest for redress. 'Ihey have row reached this juncture. 

A. '!he Iooividual Appellants 

1. Rd::>ert A. suoon. Sim.::in became a civilian 81ployee of the CIA in 

June of 1959. '!hat eaployment terminated in June of 1974 when Sirncn resigned 

to join DFA as a special agent. Early in 1974 ·awellant had learned at a CIA 

staff meeting that DFA was exparrling its narcotics investigation effort aoo 

was seeking experienced haoos with special qualifications to join this 

eooeavor. S:im::>n's interest was stirred and to gain further details he 

contacted Lucien Conein of DFA. Conein explained the new job, praootioo 

prospects, transfer details and that each recruit's career status w::iuld be 

retained. In the new job the target would be drugs and the \tA?rk cx:xrparable 

to that Sinon performed at CIA. 
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Si.m:xl was persuaded. When he transferred to DEA, Si.m:xl was 48 years old 

and but two years short of retirement under the CIAROO program. Preserving 

this desirable retirement q:ition was forerrost in appellant's mind and induced 

him, at virtually every meeting relating to his prospective transfer, to 

1 
1 . demanq reassurance that his years at CIA could be tacked to any years earned 

at DEA to achieve entitlement for special retirement. 'lhis vital interest 

was brought to the attention of John Conroy, a personnel officer at CIA, 

Conein, the DEA official spearheading the recruitment, and Jesse Gallegos a 

personnel official at DEA, and later, "others". All assured him there was ro 

problem and Simon elected to transfer. 

1),-/ O'lce at DEA, Simon soon learned there was doubt about the transfer of his 

CIA time to the new agency. Concerned, Si.Iron sought a definitive statement 

fran DEA and was then informed that CSC had ooncluded his years at CIA i,.,ere 

not transferable. Siioon continued his efforts to obtain satisfaction of 

these retirerrent prctnises but was hanpered first by an injury and later by 

his duties in a deep cover penetration effort. Nonetheless he inaugurated a 

grievance procedure ...tlich culminated in a response fran DEA that the CIA time 

in question was not transferable. '!he misrepresentations were brought to the 

attention of Mr. Bensinger, the .Administrator of DEA, and of Mr. George Bush, 

Director of CIA. Both expressed concern CNer the awarent inequity, but 

neither rould prCNide any redress. Other atterrpts to c:btain relief came to 

naught. / Determined to make every responsible effort to rectify •this 
bl,, 

terribly unfair situation", Simon filed this appeal. 

To Sim:>n's mioo his work at DEA differed inperceptibly fran that at CIA. 

Investigative techniques; recruiting and developing informants; conducting 

surveillances; the equiµnent used;- and 1003 work hours on assignments 

w'lbeknownst to family were nearly identical at each a;Jency. Although the 

hazards at CIA were greater than those experienced at ·DEA, both assigrrnents 

involved armed and unanred oonfrontations. SillPfl cperated under CO'ler at 

times in eacn agency and interrogated, investigated and filed reports in 
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corrparable manner at both. At CIA and at DEA appellant was involved in joint 

operations with police officials, ranging from the cop 01 the street to IBil 

customs and kindred agents. In both agencies Simon's duties overseas 

involved liaison with foreign police officials. While at the CIA, if Sinon 

uncovered narcotics information it 11,QUld be transmitted to CIA and DFA 

officials. While CIA agents are rot primarily roncerned with enforcing the 

criminal laws of the United States, if a CIA agent learns of such a 

violation, it is reported to appropriate officials. As a matter of fact, 
/ 

sane assignments at CIA involved the observation arrl reportir¥:1 of U.S. 

criminal law violations. At DEA, Sinon oould make arrests in the United 

States, but not while at CIA. In foreign countries agents of neither agency 

can make arrests. But in certain overseas oountries, r:EA a:::ients and CIA 

agents did "exactly the same thing" , 

Sirron views law enforcement as rot ooly the act of enforceirent , but as 

including, variously, such essential ingredients as gatherio::i infonnation, 

or intelligence, surveillance , rollating backgrour4 information , and , in sum, 

the piecing together of everything in order to make "a case". 

To cap his appeal here, Sirron points out he has always perforired his 

duties responsibly, even in times of great personal danger, and had been 

promised that oo loss of retirement benefits '-Ould befall him upon transfer 

to DEA. Nonetheless, relying upon those pranises he transferred to DEA. , lost 

his law enforcement entitlement and has been forced to '-Ork an crlditional 

five ,years to obtain retirement eligibility. He feels betrayed by leaders 

wh~ ITOOe irresponsible pranises o:xrpelling him rot cnly to 'WOrk beyood age 50 

but to endure the tragic ordeal of burying a yowy:J daughter, brutally 

murdered by narcotics ' dealers in .vengeance for his success as a DEA cW::jent . 

At no time while at the CIA did Simon enforce the criminal laws of the 

United States because the CIA is prohibited by law fran so doing. 

lt>netheless sane assigrunents had the goal of obtainio::i irrlictments against 

violators , At both a:::iencies violations of criminal laws are detected and 
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b:wugl)t_to the attention of others and there are times when both agencies go 

beyond the scope of their particular focus and support law enforcement 

endeavors. 

2. Terry T. Baldwin. He is row 43 years old and employed by CEA in 

', 1 Dallas, Texas. Baldwin interds to retire fran government service UPOO 

reaching age 50 if eligible. He joined the CIA in Septe!!ber of . 1965 and 

worked there until February 17, 1973 when, on his own initiative, he 

transferred to the predecessor of DEA. 

Baldwin fourd ro change in functions or duties ooce he made the switch 

and, particularly while 0,1erseas, became aware the duties of a CIA agent 

involved in narcotics intelligence were analagous to those of DEA agents. 

IndeE:d, agents of both agencies work side-by-side. Neither had arrest p:iwer 

ov~rseas, but toth organizations used identical investigative techniques. 

For CIA and DEA, informants were their lifeline in an overseas enviroonent. 

Both filed a:xiparable reports oo intelligence assignments and investigations. 

ln the area of narcotics intelligence , Baldwin says the primary duty of DFA 

and CIA agents OJerseas was to insure that violators of the law were arrested 

by foreign police authorities . 

~en considering the transfer Baldwin was keenly aware of the need to 

insure time spent with CIA would be creditable for 50/20 retirement fran 

BNOO/DEA and would rot have made the IIO<Je unless assured of the creditability 

of his service tc,,.,ard early retirement. Baldwin was advised that there would 

be no need for him to urdergo agent training at his new agency because he was 

fully qualified already and, furthertOC>re, would be performing the same duties 

he had at CIA. 

Baldwin became a successful ·ajent at BNDD/DFA even without any training 

due, in his opinion, to the fact his duties at CIA and at DEA were precisely 

the same. Baldwin's success led BNDD/DEA to recruit others fran the CIA. 

AltiPu;ih other agents Cam:! on board sare 15 rronths after Baldwin, DFA had not 

yet cleared the retirement creditability question with CSC. 
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Appellant was rebuffed as he persisted in seeking assurances about his 

retirElment and, when he learned the other six appellants felt that DEA had 

wreneged" on various retirement pranises made to them he sought m:,re answers. 

Claiming he got oo reasonable replies but sane sympathy, he ultimately was 

1 1 tersely told he was free to go back to CIA because the tirre was not 

creditable at DF.A • 

. No cne at CIA premised Baldwin his time there was transferable to OF.A; he 

riever sought infonnation from CSC aoout the pranises made; and never was 
.' .,· 

shown any <bcumentation to substantiate his retirement credit. Baldwin's 

p::>sition at CIA was not that of a law enforcement officer because that agency 

is proscribed fran performing law enforcement. But if he detected a 

violation of law, it was reported to awropriate officials. While ercployed 

by CIA, Baldwin never arrested, oor was he directed to arrest, anycne for 

violations of the criminal laws of the United States. 

3. Elias P. Chavez. Awellant joined the CIA oo June 2, 1967 and 

remained until he transferred in February of 1974. qxn first considerin) a 

transfer to BNDD/DF.A he made a 11llllDer of inquiries about the new role, 

including a specific questioo alx>ut retirement credits. Assured by several 

officials of DEA that his retirement eligibility was intact, he ultimately 

made the transfer. A few days after the transfer, Olavez was awarded the CIA 

Star of Valor, the highest award for heroism given by the agency. At that 

cereioony Cllavez again gained the inpression from Director Colby there was no 

doubt about the transfer of CIA tirre. 

At the tirre he was ~rn in at DEA, albeit in a clandestine cerem:ny at a 

disguised location, Oiavez was again assured his CIA time was transferable 

for retirement credit. Soon Qiavez errbarked oo a CX)ITert assigrunent in a 

foreign oountry. Just as the other appellants, Olavez found the transfer 

involved oo change in functions because the DEA agent and the CIA a;ient 

assigned narcotics intelligence functions or terrorism control in a foreign 

oountry perforired similar functions, used ronparable techniques aid arployed 
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the same equipnent. Both had the purpose of insuring that law enforcement 

action was taken by appropriate officials · against those involved in drug 

dealings as well as to interdict the flow of drugs into the united States and 

to preclude the use or possession of drugs by united States citizens, 

including military personnel overseas. 

It was not until mid-1976 that Olavez learned his time at CIA w::>uld not 

be credited for 8336(c) retirement. 

culminating in this action. 

Feeling aggrieved, he sought redress 

/ .. •· 

CIA duty in the narcotics. intelligence field overseas hardly differed 

frooi that of the DEA agent but Chavez says, when DEA so performs, it is 

called law enforcement. Many duties at CIA provided information \ohich aided 

in the enforcement of the laws of the United States even though the CIA is 

not tasked to so perform. 

Although Olavez is retired en disability pursuant to action initiated by 

DEA, he is subject to return to service if physically qualified and hence 

seeks a decision here because of this eventuality. 

'nle wife of appellant Chavez corrob:Jrated that at the award cereioony 

Director Colby advised her husband he 'WOUld receive credit at DEA for CIA 

service in seeking 8336{c} retirement. 

4. Louis J. Davis. Now 45 years of age, Davis joined CIA in 1961. 

F.arly _in 1974 he learned about the Narcotics Intelligence Officer {NIO} 

Pro::Jram being planned at DEA, and was encouraged to seek a-rployment there. 

wred by the pranise of overseas duty, Davis was hired on May 3, 1974 by DEA. 

'tbnetheless, prior to transferring <3H.)ellant sought and received assurance 

from several DEA officials that his special agent time at CIA would be freely 

transferable to retirement at DEA ·unaer 8336{c). He consulted oo personnel 

experts on the issue because having being given assurances by senior 

officials, never felt the need to. 

'!he transfer saw no mange in appellant's functions. 'nle duties he 

performed at CIA were said to be "similar• and even •identical" to those 

later performed at DEA. Indeed, appellant believes he was hired at DEA 
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because of his expertise in kindred duties at CIA. At DE'A he -..uuld use his 

skill in interdicting the flow of narcotics before the drugs reached the ~ 

United States. Tarqets 'WOUld be those usually untouchable by traditional law 

enforcement officials, for instance, relatives of foreign dignitaries. 

Appellant says that in the narcotics interdiction effort, intelligence and 

law enforcement cannot be separated. 

One of his early assignments with DEA was at the El Paso Inteiligence 

Center in a role oorrparable to that he had performed at CIA. Another early 

assignment involved spotting and recruiting info~ts, a task comparable to 

duties previously performed at CIA. Even his current dcrnestic confidential 

assignment is very similar to assignments performed while overseas with the 

C~A. Both agencies work with other law enforcement and intelligence 

organizations, often having the same target, namely drug dealings by highly 

placed persons. 

Davis enphasizes that overseas, the CIA agent operating in the narcotics 

intelligence field functions in a manner iooistinguishable fran the DEA 

agent. Both lo.Ork toward gathering sufficient information to have drug 

dealers arrested. Appellant insists at CIA he did more than gather 

intelligence, for he was carrying out foreign p::>licy by enforcing laws 

overseas. To him, neutralizing the drug violator has the effect of an 

arrest. 

5. Hugh E. Murray. , Murray joined the CIA in May of 1960 and served with 
I 

that agency until his transfer to DEA on May 3, 1974. While serving overseas 

with CIA his duties required liaison and joint operations with host country 

police and intelligence personnel. 'Ioday, with DEA, he does likewise. 

Especially overseas, the everydqy .CIA functions were "quite similar" and in 

many cases "identical" to daily duties performed at DEA. Q-e of his earliest 

duties at DEA involved terrp::,rary operations in a foreign oountry, where hand 

in glove with CIA agents he went about developing informers previously used 

by CIA to become informants for the DEA. Murray stated that his first year 

at DEA "was an exact duplicate of" his case officer work at CIA. 
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Notwithstanding the initial attractiveness of DFA, Murray sought and 

received very emphatic oral assurance that his CIA service "'°uld be 

creditable toward 8336(c) retirement. Absent such assurance, appellant would 

never have left CIA, 

6. Mr. A.Y Appellant began erployrnent with CIA on Decerrber 3, 

1961 and performed duties similar to those of his fellow appellants. D.lring 

his tour with CIA he was called upon to report information on ind1ctments, 

illegal aliens, smuggling, narcotics trafficking, violations of neutrality 

laws, gun running, importing and exporting of fi~eiirms, passport fraud and 

terrorism against U.S. officials. He views these duties as clearly 

supporting the criminal law enforcement functions of the United States. 

Appellant also de.tailed a specific assignment where his role at CIA 

paralleled that of his OF.A counterpart, 'lhat is to say they ..;.orked together, 

officed together, shared information and informants, filed identical reports 

and worked in tandem on the same target, Liaison with foreign :i;olice was an 

irrportant part of this role. 

In the early 1970's appellant heard of the emerging NIO Program and his 

DEA counterparts enrouraged him to join on the theory he was already doing 

the work. Assured that his retirement credits would ce retained, Mr. A, in 

an interview with OF.A officials, was advised that at DFA he would be doing 

the same thinq he did at CIA. What is rrore, he was unequivocally told his 

CIA retirement credits were freely transferable to the 8336(c) series at DEA, 

Absent such assurances Mr. A never "-'OUld have left CIA, because the prospect 

of retiring at age 50 was very iitportant to him. 'lbday he has every 

intention of retiring at age 50 if eligible. 

Mr. A never s:i;oke to former CIA agents about their 8336(c) credit, was 

·never told CSC had approved the transfer of credits, and never himself sought 

advise from CSC. He was unaware of any retirement problem until on board at 

DEA • 

.!/ 'lhis appellant has been so identified for reasons of privacy. His 
true identity is known to those having a right and a need to know. 
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Appellant concedes CIA is not a law enforcement agency. He counters by 

saying even at CIA he had a primary duty to have people arrested and 

inqicted, albeit by another agency with whan he worked shoulder-tershoulder. 

' Because there also were instances in CIA wtien information gathered by him 

led to arrest of drug dealers trying to enter the United States, he felt he 

was engaged in enforcing the laws of the United States. 

7. Wesley c, Dyckman. '!he last appellant subnitted an affidavit. 

He was irrluced to transfer fran CIA to DEA en the assurance that his CIA 
,,,..,, / . 

retirement credits l<.Quld autanatically transfer to DEA. Because all 

interviews were ronducted at the CIA, and believing the pranises made had the 

inprimatur of that agency, Dyckman saw no reason to question the assurances 

given. 

At the time he transferred, Dyckman had 12 1/ 2 years service at CIA. 

Without the retirement representations made, appellant would not have 

switched to DEA but l<.QUld have remained with CIA. 

Several present and former officials at DEA testified at the hearing. 

'Ibey recruited CIA a::1ents to transfer to BNDD/DEA as cadre for its NIO 

Program because it was launchin;} a clandestine intelligence collection effort 

to develop information en drug traffickers and considered experienced a::Jents 

at CIA as logical candidates. CIA was fully su~rtive of these recruiting 

efforts. Recruits were given oral assurances their service at CIA would be 

creditable tCMard 8336(c) retirement from DEA, although no recruiter had 

obtained an authoritative decision en this view fran CSC and ro recruit was 

ever told CSC had authorized that credit. 

'lhese officials explained that overseas, the pONers of DEA a::1ents varied 

according to location, but in no.event are these agents authorized to make 

arrests. A prime respoosibility of DEA is to interdict the flow of drugs 

into the United States and DEA and CIA exchange narcotics intelligence 

information with each other. 1'.m.:l'lg the duties DEA a::1ents perform overseas 

are to (a) assist local law enforcement a::1encies in narcotics suwressiom 

(b) exchange with these a::1encies intelligence information; (c) train local 

agents; (d) assist local agencies in certain operations; and (e) collect and 

analyze intelligence information aoout international drug traffic. 
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'lhese witness recall that all prospective transferees expressed concern 

over their rights, especially the 8336(c) retirement benefits. Everyone 

seerred to agree that each agent transferring from CIA to DFA \ooQUld receive 

8336(c) credit for his CIA time . Iooeed, a clear iooucement for CIA agents 

1 , such as the seven aFf)ellants here to transfer to DFA was the uooerstarrling 

their time as CIA agents 1'10uld be oounted toward 8336(c) retirement fran 

DFA. 

In a given situation there can be differences, between a case officer with 
/ ,...· 

CI~ aoo an investigator at DEA. 'Ihe former are essentially intelligence 

officers while the latter are investigators. In the NIO program, ~ever , 

agents perform both an investigative aoo an intelligence function . 

Certain officials row with DEA suggest, in equity, that these appellants 

receive ai:propriate credit . DEA fully intended to award a~llants credit 

toward 8336(c) retirement based upon their service at CIA, but amerrlnents to 

the law in 1974 have made it more difficult for an agency to obtain 8336(c) 

credit for its personnel . At any rate, DEA has been unable to satisfy its 

pledge to these .appellants . 

No CIA personnel officer was able to find any oocumentation in the files 

of the seven appellants that their CIA time \ooQUld be creditable aoo the CIA 

concludes if any such assurances were lllcrle, they nust have been by CEA 

officials. 

William Colby, Director of the CIA fran 1973-76 was aware of , arrl fully 

sui:ported , the NIO Program, because the CIA had a wide range of other duties 

sud) that the proposed transfer of functions was welcaned. CIA assisted DF.A 

in its recruitment efforts . Colby agreed that the CIA is not primarily 

tasked to perform law enforcemer\t ·auties and was unaware of any agreement 

concerning 8336(c) retirement matters. 

'lhcxnas C. Tripo::U , an enployee of DEA is in dlarge of Rapid Response 

Teams in Ellrope aoo is receiving credit to..Jard 8336(c) retirement. Follc:Ming 

military service , Tripcrli became a narootics <33ent for the old Federal Bureau 

of Narootics (FBN) on January 11, 1960 aoo earned 8336(c) credit . He 

remained so enployed for just less than three years until recruited by the 

CIA where he became a special agent. At that time he was assured that his 
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FBN time v,QUld be credited toward retirement fran the CIA am that if he ever 

returned to FBN, his time with CIA v,Quld be rounted . He remained at CIA for 

sane 5 1/2 years when he transferred to· FBN ' s successor agency, BNDD, to 

assist in resolving an internal oorruption problem. Upon transfer , Tripcrli 

. was "assured" orally by personnel that his time at CIA v,QUld be credited 

toward retirement fran BNDD under the provisions of 8336(c) but he received 

nothing in writing. 

In 1980 , Tripcrli sought fran OPM clarification of his retirement 

eligibility. Contrary to what he expected because' ~£ the consistent 

assurances given, OPM declined to credit TripcxU's time at-CIA toward 8336(c) 

retirement . 'Ihus while his early days with FBN, arrl his later days with DEA 

were creditable, Tripcrli received no sud. credit for his intermediate years 

at CIA. 

While at CIA, Tripcrli's duties were those of an investigator am security 

officer. He explained there were "strong similarities" between his duties at 

DEA arrl at CIA. Both agencies \l,QUld identify a target posing a threat ...tlich 

had to be neutralized or eliminated. Tedlniques useo in both agencies 

involved surveillance, interviews , recruiting , interrogations , report writing 

and raJ;tX>rt with local law enforcement agencies. On three occasions while at 

CIA Tripodi took individuals into custody and turned them CNer to a law 

enforcement authority. Also while at CIA Tripodi was squad leader of a group 

of 50 armed rren ...tic insured the i;:hysical security of installations. 

Tripcrli agrees that while at CIA he was not primarily engaged in 

enforcing the laws of the United States . 

OPM ' S WI'INESSES 

Andrew E. Ruddock, n=M reti red, was Director , Bureau of Ietirement , 

Insurance and Occupational Health (BRIOH) at CSC fran 1959 to 1973. 

Conparing various retirerrent provisions , Ruddock described the CIARI:6 system 

as very flexible in the that CIA Director has discretion in determining whan 

to designate as participants in the system. On the other ham , Ruddock cbes 

not view the 8336(c) retirement nearly as adaptable because elig i bi lity 


